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MUSIC WITH A PURPOSE
ABOUT ME
From defying all odds, free styling to popular song instrumentals to becoming a fast rising rap
sensation in the music industry. The breath taking Philip Anthony has won the hearts of many
fans and music lovers across the world and he is set to become a household name for the
effortless delivery of amazing fiery rap flows and lyrics that constantly melt the hearts of his
listeners worldwide.
The hip hop sensation is well known for his drop dead performances and amazing renditions
that grabs attention in moments the audience cannot comprehend, giving them a special
euphoric feeling that keeps them asking for more. Complimenting with his quality music and
dynamic stage performance, his sonorous voice perfectly blended with flexibility and quick
transition of incredible styles leaves you stunned every time he grabs the microphone to
perform.
Traversing from Ohio to Texas, his intentions are very simple which is to see people enlightened
and inspired by his music. With a very catchy motto, “Honor God, Love People, Make Music”,
Philip’s Gap Music brand is set to fill the space that other notable hip hop acts are yet to
undertake. While grateful for the impact that he has made so far, Philip is even more inspired to
reach new musical and professional heights as this is just the beginning of his journey. He
believes that, “As a Christian living in such a diverse culture, there should be times when to talk
about Christianity, and times to talk from Christianity.” Philip now motivates young people from
across the world to feel comfortable pursuing their dreams and striving to become the best
version of themselves.
Philip began his career by joining a local rap group called “Lo Profile” which consisted of 5 other
artists, some who would later work with Grammy-nominated artists and producers. His first fulllength studio album “Momentum”, was released in 2012. This release was monumental as it
solidified him as artist beyond his local community and gained him notoriety amongst the music
industry. Ever since, he has grown in leaps and bounds. Philip has been featured on numerous
radio and television programs and has performed in many states as well as internationally.
As a multifaceted individual, He has mentored troubled youth and has partnered with many nonprofit organizations to serve those less fortunate in his community with food, clothes, toys,
music, and inspiring words.
With sounds comparable to the likes of Lupe Fiasco, Kendrick Lamar, Lecrae, and Swoope.
Philip’s ability to deliver seamless rap performances has been continually far beyond reproach
and you will always want to see him perform again and again. Philip is well known for putting
passion in his craft and it’s clearly shown through his music. It has earned him the opportunity to
share the stage with Christian Hip Hop greats such as Yaves, D-Maub, K-Drama, and KJ52 just
to name a few.
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Momentum (Album) 2012
Dat Phella
Momentum Deluxe Edition (Album) 2014
Dat Phella
My Own King (EP) 2016
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GAP (Album) 2017
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MXMXCVII (Album) 2019
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